Nowadays, it is popular to utilize online recruitment services for talent recruitment and job recommendation. Given the vast amounts of online talent profiles and job-posts, it is laborintensive and exhausted for recruiters to manually select only a few potential candidates for further consideration, and also nontrivial for talents to find the most matched job positions. Recently, some deep learning-based approaches are developed to automatically matching the talent resumes and job requirements, and have achieved encouraging performance. In this paper, we propose a novel framework that targets the same task, but integrate different types of information in a more sophisticated way and introduce adversarial learning to learn more expressive representation. In addition, we build a dataset for model evaluation and the effectiveness of our framework is demonstrated by extensive experiments.
INTRODUCTION
In this era of intelligent knowledge management, there have been dozens of online employment websites, such as "LinkedIn", "Monster" and "Indeed", which can significantly facilitate the job search for talents and also talent recruitment for human resource managers. There are large amounts of users, resumes and job-posts on these platforms and the number may increase sharply. For example, in 2019, there have been more than 630 million users and 20 million open jobs on "LinkedIn" (https://news.linkedin.com/about-us#statistics), and there are on average 29 resumes uploaded and 7, 900 jobs searched on "Monster" every minute (https://www.monster. com/about). Given the vast amounts of data, it is often costly (e.g., on average 42 days and $4, 129 in 2016 [22] ) for a company or organization to find an appropriate employee. Besides, it may be also labor-intensive and time-consuming for talent to find an appropriate position for her/him, and some perfect job opportunities may be missed.
Therefore, it is desirable to develop a system that is able to accurately match or assign appropriate matching scores for the different pairs of resume and job requirement. Existing solutions for this task usually rely on domain expert features and suffer from several drawbacks such as inaccurate, inefficient and subjective. Some recent works utilize the deep learning and text mining techniques to automatically learn representations for the resumes and job requirements [22, 23] . However, only the experiences of the talents are exploited in [22] , and the work [23] mainly focuses on learning representation for sparse entities (such as skill id).
In this paper, we propose an adversarial learning based framework termed ResumeGAN to learn more expressive representations for the resumes and job-posts and thus lead to a better model for resume job-post fit. In particular, we first utilize ELMo [20] , a recently proposed contextualized word embedding technique to represent each word/phrase in both the resumes and job-posts. Then attention [29] or hierarchical attention schemes [31] are incorporated to take the importance of different words or sentences into consideration. In the traditional resume job-post fit approaches, such as [22, 23] , the talent's experiences and skills are often utilized separately. Different from these approaches, we believe that the consistency between experiences and skills is critical in discriminating good resumes from the bad ones [13] , and thus we propose to exploit the consistency and utilize it as additional feature to improve the performance. More importantly, we introduce the adversarial learning mechanism [14] to impose some prior on the learned representation, and hence further improve the generalization and expressive ability.
Since there are still no public datasets for resume jobpost fit, we build a new dataset to verify effectiveness of our method. The data are provided by a private online recruitment service company, and there are around 800 job-posts and 32K resumes together with a binary fit value for each pair of resume and job-post. Extensive experiments are conducted on this dataset by comparing with several baselines and some recently proposed approaches [22, 23] . The results demonstrate that our method is superior to all other approaches in terms of various evaluation criteria including accuracy, recall, precision and F1-measure.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We design a novel network architecture of deep representation learning for resume job-post matching, where the consistency between talent's experiences and skills are exploited. • We introduce the adversarial learning mechanism to further improve expressive ability of the representation. • We collect large amounts of data and conduct extensive experiments for model verification.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a summarization of some closely related works. In Section 3, we provide an investigation of the collected data and then a novel resume job-post fit framework is presented in Section 4 based on the investigation. Section 5 includes some empirical comparisons and analysis, and finally we conclude this paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
This section is a summarization of related works on resume job-post matching, text representation learning and adversarial learning.
Resume Job-post Matching
The matching between talent's profile and recruiter's job description has been studied for decades and some early works include [12, 15] , where the matching problem is regarded as a recommendation problem. In [4] , the talent's personal information in social network, such as interaction and social connection data, are exploited for job recommendation. Various collaborative filtering algorithms are compared in [33] and different types of information, such as talent's used-liked jobs are considered in the job recommendation system. The talent circles are extracted and identified for talent recruitment in [28] and the scalability bottleneck of the generalized linear mixed models (GLMix) is tackled in [32] for job recommendation. In these approaches, hand-crafted features are utilized and traditional recommendation models are adopted. A latent variable model is developed in [24] for person-job fit by jointly modeling the resume, job-post and job interview information. A literature survey of some job recommender systems can be found in [1, 25] , and there is an empirical study presented in [7] .
More recent works focus on utilizing the text embedding and deep neural networks to automatically learn useful features/representations for better resume job-post fit. For example, a convolutional neural network (CNN) based model is presented in [34] , where the designed hierarchical representation structure enables the interpretability of the model, which is further improved in [22] by utilizing recurrent neural network (RNN) to exploit the sequential dependence between words and introducing the hierarchical attention scheme to improve interpretability. The researchers in LinkedIn also develop a method to learn representations for talent search and recommendation, especially the sparse entities in the talent's profile, such as skill ids [23] . Our method is superior to all of these approaches in that we learn the representation in a more sophisticated way, exploit the consistency between talent's experiences and skills, as well as introducing the adversarial learning mechanism to improve the expressive ability of the representation.
Text Representation Learning
Traditional text analysis methods usually employ the TF-IDF (term-frequency and inverse-document frequency) [30] to represent the words. The resulting representation thus may be very sparse and has very high dimension, which is prone to over-fitting. To tackle these issues, the text embedding technique is developed, which aims to learn compact and continuous representation for words or phrases [2, 18, 26] and sometimes sentences [3] , where the neural networks are often utilized for learning. Some representative works include word2vec [17] and Glove [18] , and we refer to [26] for a literature survey of some popular word/phrase embedding approaches.
Most of previous embedding methods do not take the linguistic contexts into consideration, and more recent approaches try to overcome this drawback [16, 19, 20] . For example, a contextualized word representation approach is presented in [19] based on bidirectional language model, and the supervised neural machine translation is adopted in [16] to learn contextualized word vectors. ELMo [20] combines the internal states of bidirectional LSTM and is superior to both of these two approaches in that the representations are deep. Therefore, we adopt ELMo to map the words/phrases into continuous representations in this paper.
Adversarial Learning
Adversarial learning has become a very hot and interesting topic in recent years since generative adversarial nets (GAN) [5] was proposed. GAN is able to learn sophisticated generative model without using approximate inference, and has been widely utilized for textual, audio and visual data gener Another important direction of utilizing GAN is to combine it with autoencoder [14] so that we can impose arbitrary prior on the hidden representation of deep generative model. This can be used to disentangle style and content, and the imposed prior can also be served as a regularization term to improve the generalization ability of the model, similar to variational autoencoder [11] . In this paper, we utilize the adversarial autoencoder to make the learned representation follow some prior distribution so that the expressive ability of the representation can be improved.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE DATA
In this paper, we aim to conduct automatic resume jobpost fit by fully exploiting the information contained in the talent's resume and the recruiter's job-post. An example of our collected job-post and its matched or mismatched resume are shown in Figure 1 . In an online recruitment system, the recruiter usually filters large amounts of resumes by using some mandatory requirements, such as the major, education level and the number of working years. Then the match is conducted in a relatively small subset of the resumes by using the other requirements, such as job titles and required skills. The talent resume often contains more descriptions, e.g., the skills, working experiences, the talent's major focus and a highlight of her/his abilities. We divide the descriptions of resume into three major groups:
• Experiences, which usually consist of multiple sentences, i.e., {x R 11 , · · · , x R 1L e }. • Skills, which are often some separate words/phrases, i.e., {x R 21 , · · · , x R 2L s }. • Other factors, such as the talent's focused field or topic x R 31 and a short highlight description x R 3L o of the talent.
The job-post often consists of some individual words/phrases {x J 1 , · · · , x J M } that describe the requirements of the job.
THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Based on these observations and investigations, we develop the following framework for resume job-post fit. The network architecture of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 2 .
In particular, for all the words/phrases in the resume or job-post, we first utilize the ELMo [20] embedding technique to map them into continuous and compact representations. Figure 3 is an illustration of the similarity scores between the mapped embeddings. From the results, we can see that the words that are close to each other semantically tend to have high similarity score, such as ("deep learning", "machine learning"), ("C++", "C#") and ("engineering", "software"). 
Experience Representation
Then we adopt the hierarchical attention technique developed in [31] to learn a unified representation z R 1c for all the talent's experience embeddings. We suppose there are L e experiences (sentences), where the l-th experience consists of T l words {w lt } T l t=1 , and the embedding of the word w lt is e lt . Then the representation of the l-th experience is given by
where h lt = BiLSTM(e lt ) is the output of bidirectional L-STM [9] , and αt is a weight determined by the attention scheme [29] . The representations of different experiences are aggregated in a similar way, i.e., z R 1c = l α l h l . More details can be found in [31] , and multi-layer perception (MLP) is added to obtain high-level and comparable representation.
Skill Representation
For the talent's skills, an attention layer is utilized to assign larger weights to more important skills. In particular, for a input of L s skills with the embeddings {e l } L s l=1 , the resulting representation is z R 2k = l β l e l , where β l is the weight generated by the attention scheme.
Representation Combination
A natural way to combine the resulting experience and skill representations is to concatenate them. But there is a lack of interactions between the experience and skill by simply concatenation and the dimension of the concatenated representation may be high. Therefore, we add some MLP layers to map the concatenated representation into low-dimensional common representation z R 1 , i.e.,
where Θ R 1 is the set of parameters in the MLP layers. In this paper, we choose the activation function to be hyperbolic tangent ("tanh") since it is often a better choice than "sigmoid", which may suffer from saturation, and we found that "tanh" outperforms "ReLU" in our experiments.
Besides, we believe that the consistency between the experience and skill is critical in discriminating good resumes from bad ones. Thus the consistency is also useful in resume job-post fit since if a resume is not good enough, it will have low probability to be selected, no matter whether the experiences or skills match the job requirements or not. To evaluate the consistency between the experience and skill, we calculate the element-wise product [8] of their representations, i.e.,
We do not calculate the cosine similarity score since such a single value is not comparable to other vector representations, which may dominate the performance and thus the calculated similarity score has little contribution in the final prediction.
Job-post Representation
In regard to the job-post, we pass the embeddings of job requirements through a convolutional neural network (CNN) for text [10] , which is termed "TextCNN" to obtain high-level representation. In this paper, we propose to add an attention layer before "TextCNN" to identify important job requirements. In particular, for a input of M job requirements with the weighted embeddings {θ l e l } M l=1 , where θ l is the weight generated by the attention scheme, a filter wi is applied to extract a single-value feature zi by conducting convolution and max-over-time pooling operations. The resulting representation is obtained by utilizing multiple filters with varying window sizes to derive a vector of features, i.e., [z1, · · · , zI ] T . One advantage of utilizing CNN is that the number of parameters can be much fewer than multi-layer perception (MLP) and thus reduce the model complexity.
In addition, we introduce the adversarial learning mechanism to further improve the expressiveness of the representation. This is performed by adding an adversarial autoencoder on the output of the "TextCNN" layer. In particular, autoencoder is applied to learn the hidden representation z J by minimizing the reconstruction error. In the learning phase, a regularization term is added to match the aggregated posterior distribution q(z J ) with an arbitrary prior p(z). The formulation is given by
where γ ≥ 0 is a trade-off hyper-parameter and
Here, D is a discriminator that aims to tell apart the hidden code z sampled from the prior from the generated code z J . In our implementation, we choose the prior to be a Laplace distribution, where the probability density function is given by:
Here, the parameter μ is the distribution peak and λ is the exponential decay. The encoder consists of some MLP layers with ReLU activation or batch normalization, and the discriminator is constructed using some MLP layers together with a sigmoid based loss.
Other Factors Representation and Final Prediction
For the other entries in the resume, we first apply the attention scheme to their embeddings to assign larger weights to more important words/phrases, and then aggregate the results. Some MLP layers are added to find the low-dimensional common representation z R 3 . After obtaining all the representations {z R 1 , z R 2 , z R 3 } of resume, we concatenate them and using some MLP layers to map the resulting vector as a common representation z R , which has the same dimension as z J . Finally, we concatenate z R and z J as well as their element-wise product for prediction, where additional MLP layers are utilized together with the logistic loss, i.e.,
where Θ denotes the set of parameters to be learned and y = {0, 1} is the groundtruth label, which indicates whether a pair of resume and job-post fits or not decided by experts (such as the human resource managers).
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first provide a detailed description of the collected data for resume job-post matching, and then verify the effectiveness of our method by comparing it with several baselines and some recently proposed approaches [22, 23] .
The Collected Data
We conduct experiments on a self-collected real-world dataset, which is built by utilizing the information provided by a private online recruitment company. All the secret personal information are removed to protect user privacy. The dataset consists of 811 job-posts and 32, 082 resumes in total. A recruiter may have several job-posts, each of them usually has multiple good-fit and bad-fit resumes. The same resume of a talent may be labeled as good-fit by some recruiters, but bad-fit by others. This leads to a total of 23, 530 positive and 15, 194 negative resume job-post pairs. We randomly select 80% for training, 10% for validation and the remained 10% for test. The distribution and statistics of the information contained in our dataset are shown in Figure 4 and Table 1 respectively. From the results, we can see that there are many resumes that do not have any experiences and thus it is necessary to also utilize other information for prediction. Besides, the average numbers of words in resume's experiences, skills and other factors are comparable and much more than that in recruiter's job-post. Therefore, more text processing operations should be performed on the resume to extract useful information, and this is consistent with our framework.
Experimental Setup
We first compare with several baseline approaches, i.e., applying standard supervised learning algorithms, such as logistic regression, AdaBoost and random forest as well as gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) to a concatenation of all the embeddings of words/phrases in the input resume and corresponding job-post. Then we compare the following approaches:
• LinkedIn [23]: a recently proposed talent search approach developed by LinkedIn researchers, where LinkedIn Economic Graph [27] is introduced to learn semantic representations for sparse entities in resume or job-post. The performance are evaluated using a variety of popular criteria including accuracy, precision, F1-measure and area under the ROC curve (AUC) [21] . 
Experimental Results
In the following, we first show the convergence of our method, and then present the main comparison results. Finally, some analysis of the important hyper-parameters is provided.
Convergence Analysis.
We show the training and validation losses w.r.t. different epochs in Figure 5 . It can be seen from the results that: 1) the losses have some oscillations at first and then drop sharply to much lower values. This indicates that our method can converge using only a small number of epochs and thus the training process is efficient; 2) the training and validation process have similar trends. This demonstrates that over-fitting is appropriately alleviated in our method.
A Comparison with Other
Approaches. The training and validation performance of our method and the competitive APJFNN are shown in Figure 6 . From the results, we can see that the proposed method outperforms APJFNN in both the training and validation process, especially under the accuracy and F1-measure criteria. The test performance of different approaches are reported in Table 2 and Figure 7 . From the results, we observe that: 1) in the traditional algorithms, both random forest and GBDT are very competitive; 2) the recently proposed approaches that utilize sophisticated deep learning and text mining techniques can always achieve better results than the traditional algorithms and our method outperforms all other approaches consistently, even without the adversarial learning procedure. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the designed network architecture; 3) by introducing the adversarial learning mechanism, the performance can be further improved, in terms of all different criteria. This demonstrates the advantage of utilizing the adversarial learning strategy.
Hyper-parameter
Analysis. Finally, we conduct analysis for some important hyper-parameters. For example, the output of our model is a real-valued score, and we need to apply a threshold to map the resulting score into a binary label, which indicates that the test resume and job-post match or not. The performance of our method w.r.t. different threshold values are shown in Figure 8 . From the results, we can see that the optimal performance are achieved around 0.5 under the different evaluation criteria, and hence we set the threshold to be 0.5 in our method. Figure 9 is the confusion matrix at the threshold 0.5 in our method. It can be observed from the figure that our method performs well in predicting either good or bad matches. This demonstrates the reliability of our method.
In Figure 10 , we show the performance of our method w.r.t. different learning rates. It can be observed from the results that our method achieves much steady performance in a wide range of learning rate, e.g., from 0.0005 to 0.01. This indicates that our method is insensitive to the learning rate. The best performance is achieved at 0.001 under all different evaluation criteria. Thus we adopt a fixed learning rate 0.001 in this paper and intend to design adaptive learning rate to further improve the performance in the future. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel framework to automatically calculate the matching score between talent's resume and recruiter's job-post. In the proposed framework, sophisticated network structure is designed to learn appropriate representations for both the resume entries and job requirements. Besides, the adversarial learning mechanism is introduced to further improve the expressive ability of the learned representation. Effectiveness of our framework is demonstrated by conducting extensive experiments on a self-collected dataset.
From the results, we mainly conclude that the proposed framework outperforms other approaches consistently, and the performance can be further improved by the introduced adversarial learning strategy. In the future, we intend to collect more data from model test and design more sophisticated loss, as well as adopt adaptive learning rate.
